FIVE NEW DOUBLE STARS AMONG VARIABLES OF THE T TAURI CLASS
A. H. Joy and G. van Biesbroeck
Five of the eleven known T Tauri variable stars were found to be double by Joy while observing them with the spectrograph at the 100-inch telescope on Mount Wilson.
Micrometer measures by van Biesbroeck at the McDonald
Observatory for four of the pairs give the position angles and distances in Table I . The, measures were made at unfavorable hour angles where the maximum accuracy would not be expected. The estimated magnitude differences are in the last column. The fifth double is S CrA whose position angle and distance were estimated at the 100-inch telescope on July 4, 1942 to be about 135° and 1", respectively.
The change in the quadrant of UZ Tau is due to the variation in brightness of one of the components. The peculiar be-
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havior of this star was described in previous notes. 
